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View from the Chair
Members:

As the new Chair of the Intellectual Property Law Section & Council, I am 
proud to report that the Council and the Institute of Continuing Legal Educa-
tion (ICLE) have continued to develop and adapt their educational program-
ming for all members.  We were fortunate to host one of the last in-person 
conferences of 2020, and since then our events have all been virtual.  I wish to 
thank the previous Chair, Dan Aleksynas, as well as ICLE and former council 
members Lora Graentzdoerffer, Gerlinde Nattler, and Michael Lisi, for their 
guidance, leadership, and contributions.

Despite clear signs for optimism that we will indeed return to in-person pro-
gramming, the Council recently voted to change the Spring Seminar (March 3, 
2022) from in-person to virtual.  With speakers expected to book domestic and 
international flights, and the uncertainty about the latest variants, it was decided 
that “virtual” was the only responsible choice.  You should have already received 
your first invitation to our March 3 event.  The 47th Annual IP Law Institute is 
scheduled to move forward with a return to Mackinac Island this year.  It is our 
sincere hope that the summer weather and large open spaces at the Grand Hotel 
will allow us to travel northward once again!  Please mark your calendars:

• Spring Seminar – Thursday, March 3, 2022 -  This will now be a virtual 
event. We have lined up some exciting U.S. and international speakers to 
present live and provide Q&A.  This program is being offered at a discount 
due to its virtual format. To register, go to http://www.icle.org/springip  or 
call 877-229-4350.

• 47th Annual IP Law Institute – July 21-23, 2022 - Grand Hotel, Mackinac 
Island.  Information will soon be sent out to all members, including pro-
gramming and information on reserving rooms using our block rates.

Other Items
In furtherance of IPLS’s main mission to provide IP education to its mem-

bers and the greater community, IPLS continues to support pro bono services 
and has also initiated scholarships for law students at public universities in 
Michigan.

http://www.icle.org/springip
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Pro Bono

 The IPLS sponsors the IP Pro Bono Project in partnership with the State 
Bar of Michigan.  From providing clear guidance on attorney responsibilities and 
limits, to providing professional liability insurance for volunteer attorneys, the Pro 
Bono Project makes it easy to provide meaningful assistance to patent pro bono 
clients.  It can also be a great training experience for newer patent attorneys and 
agents.  Please contact David Willoughby (david.willoughby@gm.com) if you have 
any questions or wish to consider volunteering.

Scholarships

Under the leadership of prior Chairs Beth Coakley and Dan Aleksynas, and 
with the assistance of Mary Margaret O’Donnell and myself working with staff at 
Wayne State University and Michigan State University, the IPLS has now funded 
endowed scholarships for Intellectual Property law students at both universities’ 
law schools.  We are now in the process of setting up a web page that will allow 
our members to make their own contributions to the endowments.  Any contribu-
tion amount can be added to the endowment of choice, thus turning a one-time 
contribution into an enduring legacy in support of intellectual property education 
in Michigan.  Additional information will be sent out once the new web page is up 
and running.

Finally, Thank You - our more than 1,100 members - for your continued sup-
port as we adapt to meet your needs and steer ourselves back to the programming 
and networking opportunities that we all miss so much.  With a little luck, we’ll see 
you in Mackinac. 

—Matthew D. Kendall

mailto:david.willoughby%40gm.com?subject=
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HTC v. Ericsson – Ladies and Gentlemen, The Fifth Circuit Doesn’t 
Know What FRAND Means Either

By Jorge L. Contreras

On August 31, 2021, the Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit ruled in HTC Corp. v. Telefonaktiebolaget LM 
Ericsson,1 affirming the judgment below of the District Court 
for the Eastern District of Texas.2  The decision is significant 
as it is the first by the Fifth Circuit to address the licensing of 
standards-essential patents and the meaning of “fair, reason-
able and nondiscriminatory” (FRAND) licensing terms, add-
ing to the growing body of jurisprudence already issued by 
the Third, Ninth and Federal Circuits in this area.  It is also 
significant because the court addresses several issues that have 
become increasingly important in standards-related litigation 
including (1) the apportionment of value among compo-
nents of a multi-component product, (2) the proper choice 
of law for FRAND disputes, and (3) the interpretation of 
the “nondiscrimination” prong of the FRAND commitment.  
These issues all arise in connection with HTC’s challenge to 
District Judge Rodney Gilstrap’s jury instructions regard-
ing FRAND. His vague charge appears to reflect the general 
uncertainty in this area, not only of the Texas district court, 
but of the entire judicial system. One can almost hear the 
weariness permeating the final sentence of Judge Gilstrap’s 
charge to an admittedly perplexed jury: “Ladies and gentle-
men, there is no fixed or required methodology for setting or 
calculating the terms of a FRAND license rate.”

Background

Though it was never a household name in the U.S., HTC 
-- founded in Taiwan in 1997 -- was an early smartphone 
pioneer.  In 2005 HTC released the world’s first Windows 
3G smartphone (the clamshell HTC Universal) and followed 
in 2008 with the first smartphone running Google’s Android 
operating system (branded as the T-Mobile G1).  Most signifi-
cantly, HTC was the developer and manufacturer of Google’s 
Nexus One Android phone, which was released in 2010.

The 2/3/4/5G wireless communication standards pub-
lished by the European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute (ETSI) are incorporated into almost all smart-
phones (and many other devices) that have been sold over 
the past two decades.  These standards are covered by tens of 
thousands of patents around the world (standards-essential 
patents or SEPs), a respectable number of which are held by 
Swedish equipment manufacturer Ericsson.  Most standards-

development organizations (SDOs) today recognize the 
potential leverage that the holders of SEPs may hold over 
manufacturers of standardized products. FRAND licens-
ing commitments are designed to alleviate the risk that SEP 
holders will prevent broad adoption of a standard by as-
serting their patents against manufacturers of standardized 
products. As explained by the Fifth Circuit, “To combat the 
potential for anticompetitive behavior, standard setting orga-
nizations require standard-essential patent holders to commit 
to licensing their patents on … FRAND terms” (slip op. at 
4). Thus, under ETSI’s intellectual property policy, which 
dates back to 1993, Ericsson and other holders of patents 
that cover ETSI’s standards agree to grant manufacturers 
licenses on FRAND terms. 

Ericsson and HTC entered into three such licens-
ing agreements in 2003, 2008 and 2014. Under the 2014 
agreement, HTC paid Ericsson a lump sum of $75 million 
for a 2-year license to use Ericsson’s 2/3/4G SEPs. In 2016, 
HTC and Ericsson began negotiations to renew the license. 
Ericsson proposed a rate of $2.50 per 4G device, which was 
based on the lump sum paid by HTC in 2014 divided by 
the number of phones sold by HTC over the license period. 
HTC did not accept this offer and instead conducted an as-
sessment of the value of Ericsson’s SEPs. It made a counterof-
fer of $0.10 per device in March 2017.  Negotiations stalled, 
and in April, HTC brought an action in the Eastern District 
of Texas seeking a declaration that Ericsson had breached its 
obligation to offer HTC a license on FRAND terms.

The trial focused largely on the proper method for de-
termining a FRAND royalty for Ericsson’s SEPs.  Because 
the actual FRAND royalty or royalty range in a given case 
is generally viewed as a question of fact, the case was tried 
a jury, and each party submitted a set of draft jury instruc-
tions to the court. As summarized by the Fifth Circuit, 
“HTC proposed highly detailed instructions to help the jury 
interpret FRAND, but Ericsson objected to most of these 
instructions and proposed a more general FRAND instruc-
tion. The district court considered the two proposals, but ul-
timately gave the following instruction to the jury: ‘Whether 
or not a license is FRAND will depend upon the totality of 
the particular facts and circumstances existing during the 
negotiations and leading up to the license. Ladies and gentle-
men, there is no fixed or required methodology for setting or 

Editor’s Note: Reprinted with permission.  The original article is available from Patently-O at  https://patentlyo.com/patent/2021/09/
contreras-ericsson-gentlemen.html.

https://patentlyo.com/patent/2021/09/contreras-ericsson-gentlemen.html
https://patentlyo.com/patent/2021/09/contreras-ericsson-gentlemen.html
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calculating the terms of a FRAND license rate.’ (slip op. at 
6). The jury returned a verdict “finding that HTC had not 
proven that Ericsson had breached its FRAND duties and 
that both parties had breached their obligations to negotiate 
in good faith.” (slip op. at 9). On the basis of the jury verdict, 
Ericsson moved for declaratory judgment that, in its dealings 
with HTC, it complied with its FRAND obligations.  The 
court granted Ericsson’s motion.

HTC appealed the district court’s ruling on three 
grounds:  it failed to adopt three of HTC’s proposed jury 
instructions, it incorrectly concluded that Ericsson’s licens-
ing offer complied with its FRAND commitment, and it 
improperly excluded expert testimony as hearsay.  The Fifth 
Circuit, in an opinion authored by Judge Jennifer Walker 
Elrod, affirmed the lower court’s ruling on all three grounds.  
Judge Stephen A. Higginson entered a separate concurring 
opinion, arguing that the district court erred by omitting 
HTC’s apportionment jury instruction, but this omission did 
not rise to the level of reversible error.  

Apportionment
In patent infringement cases, it is well-established that 

a patentee’s damages should reflect only the value of the 
patented features of an infringing product. Thus, in assess-
ing damages, courts routinely “apportion” the infringer’s 
profits between the infringing and noninfringing features 
of its product.3  Accordingly, HTC argued that the district 
court erred by failing to give the jury specific instructions on 
apportionment.

However, this case did not sound in patent infringement, 
but in breach of contract.  As my co-authors and I have 
previously observed,4 it is a peculiar coincidence of U.S. law 
that both the statutory measure for patent damages under 
35 USC § 284 and the FRAND commitment call for the 
imposition of a “reasonable” royalty.  For this reason, several 
U.S. courts that have calculated FRAND royalty rates (see, 
e.g., Ericsson v. D-Link,5 Microsoft v. Motorola,6 and Com-
monwealth Sci. & Indus. Research Org. (CSIRO) v. Cisco7) 
have looked to traditional methodologies for determining 
reasonable royalty patent damages, including the 15-factor 
Georgia-Pacific framework.  But while this methodology may 
be useful by analogy, it is not strictly required, as the damages 
flowing from a breach of the contractual FRAND commit-
ment must, by their nature, be determined under applicable 
principles of contract law.  As the Fifth Circuit explains, 
“while the Federal Circuit’s patent law methodology can serve 
as guidance in contract cases on questions of patent valuation 
… it does not explicitly govern the interpretation of contrac-
tual terms, even terms that are intertwined with patent law” 
(slip op. at 15).  As such, the Fifth Circuit in this case held 
that the district court’s omission of a specific jury instruction 
on apportionment – a patent law doctrine – was not error.

Judge Higginson disagreed.  Citing D-Link and CSIRO, 
he observed the Federal Circuit’s “unmistakable command 
that a jury assessing patent value must be instructed on ap-
portionment” and that “the failure to instruct a jury on prop-
er apportionment is error when the jury is asked to assess 
patent value” (slip op. at 29-30, Higginson, J., concurring). 
And while he acknowledges that the instant case concerns 
breach of contract rather than patent infringement, he argues 
that the Federal Circuit’s precedent regarding apportionment 
is instructive “because a jury assessing patent infringement 
damages undertakes the same task of assessing whether an 
offered rate is FRAND” (citing Realtek Semiconductor, Corp. 
v. LSI Corp. (N.D. Cal., 2014) (slip op. at 30).  Moreover, 
Judge Higginson points out that both HTC and Ericsson, 
as well as the United States as amicus curiae, requested jury 
instructions on apportionment.  For all of these reasons, he 
concludes that the district court erred by omitting an instruc-
tion on apportionment.  

Whether or not the district court erred, none of the Fifth 
Circuit judges felt that the omission of a specific apportion-
ment instruction constituted reversible error because HTC 
had the opportunity to, and did, discuss apportionment 
during its closing argument before the jury.  This observa-
tion raises interesting questions regarding the basis on which 
juries are expected to make decisions in complex cases.  Dur-
ing trials that often last for weeks, the members of the jury 
hear hours upon hours of conflicting expert testimony and 
argumentation.  Under Rule 51 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, a trial judge must instruct the jury regarding the 
substantive law governing the verdict. Its instructions are in-
tended to distill the legal standards that the jury must apply 
during its deliberations.  Given that members of the jury are 
not permitted to take notes or make recordings during trial, 
they must rely heavily on these court-sanctioned instruc-
tions.  And contrary to the Fifth Circuit’s holding, it does 
seem problematic for a court to omit instructions that are 
germane to the jury’s deliberations concerning an area of law 
as complex as FRAND royalty determinations.  In such cases, 
irrespective of what courts and commentators believe the law 
to be, the results of cases on the ground depend heavily on 
the instructions given to the jury.8 

The French Connection
In considering HTC’s proposed jury instruction on ap-

portionment, Judge Elrod also concluded that the proposed 
instruction was inaccurate because it summarized U.S. patent 
law with no reference to French contract law.  ETSI was 
formed in France in 1988 and approved its first patent policy 
in 1993.  That policy, and all subsequent ETSI policies, state 
that they are governed by the laws of France.  Judge Elrod 
observed that “HTC’s proposed jury instructions are based 
on United States patent law. HTC did not even attempt to 
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justify its proposed instructions under French contract law or 
to argue that French contract law and United States patent 
law are equivalent” (slip op.  at 14).  

This last point is particularly interesting.  In chastising 
HTC for failing to argue the equivalency of U.S. and French 
law, Judge Elrod refers to Apple v. Motorola,9 in which a U.S. 
district court seemingly concluded, without any specific 
references, that there are no material differences between the 
laws of France and Wisconsin when it comes to interpret-
ing a company’s FRAND commitment.10  In my experience 
that conclusion is widely ridiculed by European lawyers, 
and rightly so.  Yet Judge Elrod seems to imply that merely 
making a conclusory statement about the equivalency of 
French and U.S. law ought to suffice, or at least overcome 
one hurdle to the acceptance of a jury instruction grounded 
in principles of U.S. law.

Nondiscrimination
HTC also argued that the district court should have in-

structed the jury with respect to the nondisrcimination prong 
of Ericsson’s FRAND commitment.  HTC’s proposed jury 
instruction reads as follows:11

The non-discrimination requirement of FRAND 
requires an SEP holder to provide similar licensing 
terms to licensees that are similarly situated. The 
financial terms do not have to be precisely identical, 
because the difference might be explained by 
other offsetting adjustments in other terms in 
the license. But, at a minimum, if the difference 
in terms creates a competitive disadvantage for a 
prospective licensee, then the offered royalty terms 
are discriminatory. Discrimination may exist even 
if preferential treatment is accorded to only one or 
a few companies.

The non-discrimination prong of FRAND serves 
to level the playing field among competitors, 
and to foster entry and innovation from new 
market participants, by prohibiting preferential 
treatment that imposes different costs to different 
competitors. Thus, for purposes of the non-
discrimination prong of FRAND, licensees 
are “similarly situated” if they compete for the 
purchase or sale of a product or service. It would 
defeat the purpose of FRAND if a licensor could 
draw a distinction between entrenched and 
emerging firms.

To my eye, this is an accurate statement of the law and 
the general understanding of the nondiscrimination require-
ment under FRAND.12  This formulation is also consistent 
with the most extensive analysis to-date of FRAND nondis-

crimination by a U.S. district court in TCL v. Ericsson.13

Yet Judge Elrod writes that “HTC’s proposed instruction 
would transform the non-discrimination element of FRAND 
into a most-favored-licensee approach, which would require 
Ericsson to provide identical licensing terms to all prospec-
tive licensees” (slip op. at 16). This statement is plainly 
incorrect.  The first sentence of HTC’s proposed jury instruc-
tion, which mirrors the model instruction published by the 
Federal Circuit Bar Association in 2020 and cited by the 
court (slip op. at 17 n.3), refers to “similar licensing terms 
[for] licensees that are similarly situated”, not identical licens-
ing terms for all prospective licensees.  HTC further clarifies 
that “The financial terms do not have to be precisely identi-
cal.” In explaining the meaning of “similarly situated”, HTC 
follows the reasoning of the district court in TCL, stating 
that a distinction should not be drawn between “entrenched 
and emerging firms”.  None of this suggests that all licensees 
should pay identical royalties. 

Moreover, the parties clearly disputed at trial whether 
various “comparable” licensees identified by Ericsson were 
“similarly situated” to HTC (“HTC further argued that 
Ericsson’s licenses with companies like Apple, Samsung, and 
Huawei were much more favorable, but Ericsson presented 
additional evidence indicating that those companies were not 
similarly situated to HTC due to a variety of factors” (slip 
op. at 22)). Thus, both parties appear to acknowledge the 
relevance of the “similarly situated” test for nondiscrimina-
tion, making it all the more puzzling why the district court 
and the Fifth Circuit found HTC’s proposed jury instruction 
on this point to be inaccurate.

Conclusion

Regrettably, the Fifth Circuit’s decision in HTC v. Ericsson 
does little to clarify the scope or nature of FRAND commit-
ments for standards-essential patents.  Rather, by diverging 
from the guidance of the Federal Circuit in terms of the 
apportionment of value among patented and unpatented 
products, and misinterpreting the scope of the nondiscrimi-
nation prong of the FRAND commitment, the Fifth Circuit 
has substantially muddied the already turgid waters of this 
increasingly important area of law.  Unfortunately, Judge 
Gilstrap was right when he told the jury in Texas, “Ladies 
and gentlemen, there is no fixed or required methodology for 
setting or calculating the terms of a FRAND license rate.”  It 
might be helpful to the industry, however, if there were.

About the Author

Jorge Contreras [JD (Harvard), BSEE, BA (Rice University)] 
is a Presidential Scholar and Professor of Law at the University 
of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law. Prior to entering aca-
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demia, he was a partner at the international law firm Wilmer 
Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP where he practiced intel-
lectual property transactions law in Boston, Washington DC and 
London. He has thirty years of experience advising standards 
organizations and firms involved in standardization and has 
published numerous books and articles on these topics.  A full list 
of his publications can be found at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/
cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1335192.  His latest book, The 
Genome Defense: Inside the Epic Legal Battle to Determine 
Who Owns Your DNA (New York: Algonquin, 2021) (https://
genomedefense.org) describes events and characters in the land-
mark litigation that ended gene patenting in America. In 2019 
he served as an expert for HTC in an unrelated, non-U.S. case. 
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Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced on Octo-
ber 28, 2021 that Facebook changed its corporate name to 
Meta and its stock ticker from FB to MVRS.

This does not mean that the social media app will be 
changing its name to Meta.  Instead it signals a shift in cor-
porate strategy.  It appears that Meta will be the parent com-
pany under which its social media applications (Facebook, 
Instagram, and WhatsApp) will become subsidiaries along 
with potential new business in the fields of augmented and 
virtual reality.  In other words, Facebook’s goodwill, which it 
claims in its 2020 annual report exceeded $19 billion dollars, 
will not disappear or even decrease in value.  Instead, the 
rebranding signals a significant shift in corporate and brand-
ing strategy.

Facebook is not the first billion-dollar conglomerate 
or tech company to rebrand.  For example, the following 

companies have undergone rebrands, some more successful 
than others.
• Apple Computer  Apple

• Kentucky Fried Chicken  KFC

• Dunkin’ Donuts  Dunkin

• Weight Watchers  WW

There are many reasons companies chose to rebrand rang-
ing from signaling that company is now more than what it 
was originally, attempting to become more contemporary, or 
merely trying to disassociate itself from bad publicity.  Face-
book’s rebrand is somewhat unique in that Facebook appears 
to be checking all of these boxes in its rebranding efforts.

Zuckerberg discussed the rebranding as more in line with 
his vision for the company – a “metaverse” that embraces an 
amalgamation of the actual, digital, and augmented worlds. 

Facebook Unfriends Its Own Brand with the Launch of Meta
What does Facebook’s Rebrand Teach Us?
By Carey Kulp and John J. O’Malley

Editor’s Note: Reprinted with permission from Volpe Koenig’s Imagine That IP Law Blog ©2022 Volpe Koenig. All rights reserved

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1335192
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf_dev/AbsByAuth.cfm?per_id=1335192
https://genomedefense.org
https://genomedefense.org
https://about.fb.com/news/2021/10/facebook-company-is-now-meta/
https://www.vklaw.com/ImagineThatIPLawBlog
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The company invested $10 billion in its virtual reality project 
in 2021, based on its belief that the metaverse will funda-
mentally change and elevate social media platforms as we 
know them. The new name is designed to herald Facebook’s 
expanded business agenda. Critics, however, see the rebrand-
ing as an effort by Facebook to distance itself from the 
ongoing legal, regulatory, and public relations challenges that 
have plagued the company in recent years. These include a 
whistleblower suit, antitrust litigation, a $5 billion FTC fine 
for privacy issues and “deceiving” users, and the public per-
ception of the platform being a conduit of misinformation to 
its 2.85 billion users.

Clearly Facebook has been planning this change for some 
time and had taken the steps that would be expected such as 
acquiring the Twitter handle @meta as well as the domain 
name meta.com. On the trademark protection front, as of 
the publication of this article, it does not appear that Face-
book has applied for or registered a trademark for META 
or the logo.  However, in April 2021 the Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative, which is a philanthropic LLC controlled by Mark 
Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan and Zuckerberg, 
acquired a trademark registration (No. 5548122) from a Ca-
nadian company Meta, Inc. that covers a fairly broad number 
of services including marketing, advertising and providing 
temporary non-downloadable software for a wide range 
of activities such as creating online virtual communities.  
The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative announced that they have 
assigned the trademark to Facebook. A review of current for-
eign trademark databases does not indicate that Facebook has 
protected the mark in jurisdictions outside the U.S. except 
for Canada.  However, it is quite possible that the lack of fil-
ing information is due to delays in databases being updated. 
Even so, it is somewhat surprising that Facebook did not act 
sooner in securing international protection.

Although Facebook has secured keys pieces of the IP 
puzzle for Meta, it remains to be seen how strong the Meta 
brand turns out to be.  Clearly, part of the attraction of Meta 
for Facebook is its association with the “metaverse.”  Howev-
er, that association can be a double-edged sword because the 
popularity of the metaverse means that the mark is already 
widely used.  In fact, there are over 600 active applications or 
requisitions at the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
that include the term Meta.

Likewise, although the registration that Facebook 
acquired for Meta is quite broad, the prior owner which 
based its US filing on its Canadian requisition never had 
to prove use of the mark as part of its filing.  One would 
assume that Facebook conducted appropriate due diligence 
to assess the validity of the filing, but again time will tell if 
there are any underlying flaws in the registration that could 
weaken the Meta brand.

Rebranding a company name may sometimes be neces-
sary or a wise business decision, but should be undertaken 
with care and planning.  Any company looking to rebrand 
should undertake the following analysis:
• Understand why you are rebranding and the value it 

will bring.

• The trademark field is crowded with many marks which 
makes it difficult and time consuming to clear a mark.  
The availability of the mark for protection domestically 
and internationally is essential before going too far in 
the process.

• Obtain all the necessary IP for the mark. In today’s 
world, that does not just mean the trademark registra-
tion, it means domain names, and social media handles.

• Develop a strategy to maintain your prior brand.  No 
one wants to be in a situation that a competitor adopts 
your brand because you abandoned it.  Therefore, it is 
necessary to develop a sustainable strategy to maintain 
the prior brand.

Whether a conglomerate or a small entity, the rebrand-
ing process for any company is complex, expensive, and 
time-consuming. The biggest challenge all companies face 
when rebranding is overcoming past perception, positive or 
negative. Some rebrands are little more than a logo swap, but 
some companies also follow Facebook’s strategy - a complete 
overhaul of the organization and its business strategy. To face 
this challenge, companies must thoughtfully incorporate the 
positive elements of their brand with the new rebranding 
scheme, garner the support of its stakeholders and employees, 
and be consistent in its messaging. A company’s brand is one 
of its most important assets; reinventing it leaves little room 
for error. Rebranding success requires diligent effort in many 
areas, but of particular importance is the proactive protection 
of the company’s future intellectual property.   
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Astrazeneca v. Mylan (Fed. Cir. 2021) 2021-1729
AstraZeneca AB and AstracZeneca Pharmacueticals LP 

(AstraZeneca) sued Mylan Pharmaceuticals Inc. and Kindeva 
Drug Delivery L.P. (Mylan) for infringement of every claim 
of each of U.S. Patent Nos. 7,759,328 (the ’328 Patent); 
8,143,239 (the ’239 Patent); and 8,575,137 (the ’137 
Patent). These patents are listed in the U.S. FDA “Orange 
Book” as the patents covering AztraZeneca’s Symbicort® 
pMDI and Symbicort® Turbohaler, and Mylan obtained an 
interest in an abbreviated new drug application (ANDA) 
seeking approval for generic versions of these products. 
Since the patent statute makes filing an ANDA an act of 
infringement, AstraZeneca alleged that Mylan infringed 
each of these patents. 

Part 1 — Explicit Statements: What Patentees Say Can and Will 
Be Used Against Them.

Formoterol is a bronchodilator that opens airways, and 
budesonide is a steroid that reduces inflammation. Both 
can help alleviate an asthmatic attack, but weak patients 
have difficulty inhaling them deeply enough to be effective. 
Symbicort® pMDI and Symbicort® Turbohaler are meant 
to address this problem of having to take a deep breath 
when the patient is unable to take even shallow breaths. 
Both include a pressurized metered-dose inhaler including a 
pressure-liquified propellant. When a patient presses the but-
ton, the propellant forces the drug out and into the patient’s 
lungs. However, the drugs and propellant were not enough, 
and stable compositions were required to load these devices. 
In addition to the active ingredients, the propellant (HFA 
227), a stabilizer (PVP K25), and a lubricant (PEG-1000) 
were required. The ’328 Patent claim 13 was highlighted as a 
representative claim, and recites:

A pharmaceutical composition comprising 
formoterol fumarate dihydrate, budesonide, 
HFA227, PVP K25, and PEG-1000, wherein 
the formoterol fumarate dihydrate is present at a 
concentration of 0.09 mg/ml, the budesonide is 
present at a concentration of 2 mg/ml, the PVP 
K25 is present at a concentration of 0.001% w/w, 

and the PEG-1000 is present at a concentration 
of 0.3% w/w. 

Normally, values recited in a patent are interpreted to 
include some flexibility. Here, the district court interpreted 
“0.001%” PVP K25 to include a range within one signifi-
cant figure from “0.001%.” This range is considered to be 
the plain and ordinary meaning and would be 0.0005% 
to 0.0014%; rounding up from 0.0005% or down from 
0.0014% results in “0.001%.” On appeal, the Federal Circuit 
disagreed with the district court’s interpretation in what ap-
pears, at first glance, to be a mathematically challenged con-
clusion. However, a review of the patent and its prosecution 
shows that the patentee narrowed the scope of “0.001%.”

The written description of the ’328 Patent highlights 
that formulations of the active agents and the propellant 
with PVP and PEG “exhibit excellent physical suspension 
stability.” But data in the specification showed that stabil-
ity was found in a narrow range of PVP concentrations. In 
particular, formulations with 0.0005% PVP were among 
the least stable. Concentrations as low as 0.0005% PVP 
must not be within “0.001%.” During prosecution, the 
original claim recited “from about 0.0005 to about 0.05%” 
PVP,” but the claims were rejected as obvious over prior art 
references. Through multiple rounds of rejections, Appli-
cant amended the claim to recite “0.001%” without the 
“about” qualifier, and argued (1) the surprising discovery 
that “0.001%” resulted in a stable formulation, and (2) that 
“0.001%” was critical for stability to overcome the rejec-
tions. Summing up the testing data in the specification, 
Applicant’s amendments, and Applicant’s arguments, the 
Federal Circuit arrived at a construction of “0.001%” to 
mean “0.00095% to 0.00104%.” Based on the narrower 
interpretation, the Federal Circuit vacated a stipulated 
judgement of infringement and remanded to the district 
court for determination of infringement under the narrower 
construction. The evidence of what the Applicant meant in 
the patent itself and in the prosecution history was used to 
narrow the claim. What at first appeared as mathematically 
challenged interpretation turned out to be a case of “what 
you say can and will be held against you.”

Explicit and Implicit Statements — What You Say Can and Will Be 
Used Against You

By Douglas J. Bucklin, Ph.D.

Editor’s Note: Reprinted with permission from Volpe Koenig’s Imagine That IP Law Blog ©2022 Volpe Koenig. All rights reserved.

https://www.vklaw.com/ImagineThatIPLawBlog
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Part 2 — Implicit Statements: What Data Implies Can and Will Be 
Used Against A Reference.

Mylan asserted invalidity of the patent claims at the 
district court over a reference called “Rogueda.” Mylan 
pointed to control formulations in Rogueda and argued 
that they were so similar to the claimed invention that the 
claims should be held to be obvious over them. In response, 
AstraZeneca’s expert studied data in Rogueda, and testified 
that the Rogueda formulations relied upon by Mylan “were 
not suitable” and “clearly don’t work.” Further, the average 
particle size was “significantly larger, indicating there were 
‘huge agglomerates . . . floating around’ in the formulations, 
rendering them ‘completely unsuitable.’ ” There was no indi-
cation that Rogueda disparaged the formulation, or included 
any other explicit statement against using them. Instead, 
Rogueda only included data demonstrating that the formu-
lations did not work. The court agreed with AstraZeneca, 
found that Rogueda taught away from the claimed invention, 
and held the claims to be not invalid.

On appeal at the Federal Circuit, Mylan argued that 
Rogueda did not teach away, stating: a reference that “merely 
expresses a general preference for an alternative invention but 
does not criticize, discredit, or otherwise discourage investi-
gation into the claimed invention does not teach away.” See 
Galderma Lab’ys, L.P. v. Tolmar, Inc., 737 F.3d 731, 738 (Fed. 
Cir. 2013). The Federal Circuit recognized that Rogueda did 
not explicitly disparage the control formulation, but went on 

to state: “the district court properly relied on expert testimo-
ny regarding how a skilled artisan would interpret the data in 
Rogueda to find implicit disparagement. Indeed, whether a 
reference teaches away must be determined from the view-
point of a skilled artisan. And, as discussed above, the district 
court credited [the expert’s] testimony that a person of 
ordinary skill in the art would have known that the control 
formulations were unsuitable for further experimentation, 
thus ‘discouraging investigation into’ these formulations.” 
What Rogueda implied was held against Mylan.

This case demonstrates that expert declarations in the 
patent office or expert testimony at trial should be used to 
demonstrate, or disprove, that a reference implicitly teaches 
away, for example, by establishing that a reference impies that 
formulations are unsuitable for further experimentation, thus 
discouraging further investigation.   
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The National College Athletics Association (“NCAA”) 
historically maintains tight controls over the rights and 
opportunities available to student athletes. However, the 
restraints imposed by the NCAA have long been legally chal-
lenged based on different legal theories, culminating with the 
recent Supreme Court case of NCAA v. Alston,1 which upheld 
a lower court opinion that NCAA rules restricting education-
related payment of student athletes violated antitrust laws. 

At the same time that the anti-trust challenges were pro-
ceeding through the courts, many states, including Michigan, 
were proposing and/or ratifying legislation which prevents 
the NCAA from imposing restrictions on student athletes’ 
ability to profit from their name, image, or likeness (“NIL”). 
These new laws impose both a direct challenge to this form 
of control by the NCAA, but they also indirectly continue to 
chip away at the NCAA’s ability to control the non-employ-
ee, amateur designation of student athletes. These laws also 
present new legal opportunities for lawyers who are interested 
in the field. 

As a result of the Alston decision and the NIL legislation 
enacted across the country, the NCAA recently adopted an 
interim policy allowing college athletes to benefit from their 
NIL while maintaining amateur status.  The rules surround-
ing NIL in college athletics are still evolving, but the doors 
have been opened for a new industry surrounding NIL of 
college athletes.  

This article begins with a basic history of the NCAA, 
and some of its rules regarding student athletes. Second, 
this article will briefly explore challenges to the NCAA in 
the realms of antitrust and labor law. Third, this article will 
discuss the right of publicity and the state bills which expand 
student athletes’ rights to profit from their NIL with a par-
ticular focus on Michigan law. Finally, this article will explore 
the response from the NCAA and its impact on NIL practice 
for universities and attorneys.

History of the NCAA
The NCAA was founded in 1906 as universities across the 

US joined together in order to promote the health and safety 
of players in college athletics.2 At the time, a large number 
of injuries and even some deaths were occurring in college 
athletics resulting in part from the failure to adopt uniform 
standards and have a body which maintained standards across 
a multitude of institutions. The NCAA quickly imposed 
rules concerning not only the safety of student athletes, 

but also, rules which would prohibit the compensation for 
athletes and create more stringent eligibility requirements for 
prospective student athletes which focused on the amateur 
nature of the sports.3 Beginning in the 1940s, the NCAA also 
began to impose rules which would allow the organization to 
enforce its own rules rather than relying upon the member 
schools to police themselves. 

As the NCAA has grown, the number of opportunities to 
generate revenue have greatly increased. Today, the NCAA is 
comprised of over 1000 member schools and is estimated to 
generate over $740 million in revenue every year.4 As a result, 
the NCAA has mostly lost its perceived role as a protector 
of student athletes and is instead viewed as the organiza-
tion which organizes, and financially benefits from, student 
athletics. This new role has led to numerous lawsuits filed 
against the NCAA based upon a number of legal theories. 

Antitrust and Labor Challenges to the NCAA – Setting 
the Stage for NIL Rights

Historically, the two major theories of legal claims which 
have been brought against the NCAA are antitrust and labor 
claims. While this article is more focused on the recent flood 
of NIL legislation being considered across the country, a brief 
background in the overall legal landscape of the NCAA is 
important to recognize the overall interests of and potential 
risks to the NCAA. 

Antitrust claims brought against the NCAA have pri-
marily been based upon the Sherman Antitrust Act which 
prohibits the restraint on trade in interstate commerce.5 
The seminal case on antitrust in the context of the NCAA 
is NCAA v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma.6 
In Board of Regents, the University of Oklahoma and the 
University of Georgia brought charges against the NCAA 
for its restrictions concerning the sale of television broadcast 
rights for intercollegiate football games. While the NCAA 
lost the case on this particular rule, the court acknowledged 
the NCAA’s argument that the product of intercollegiate 
sports would likely not exist if the NCAA was not allowed to 
maintain certain rules which are technically in violation of 
the Sherman Act. As a result, NCAA rules such as the defini-
tion for the requirement of amateurism in collegiate athletics 
would not be viewed as per se anticompetitive and would 
instead be reviewed upon a rule of reason analysis.7 Follow-
ing this decision, the NCAA enjoyed a fairly wide privilege 
to determine exactly what requirements schools and students 

Name and Image and Likeness, Oh My! 
The Growing Industry of College Athletes’ Intellectual Property
By Alex Barrons and Jennifer Carter-Johnson
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must meet in order to be eligible to compete in NCAA inter-
collegiate athletics. 

While this standard of review is still used by courts today, 
recent cases in the Ninth Circuit have been increasingly will-
ing to challenge NCAA rules under the rule of reason.8 In 
O’Bannon, the Ninth Circuit held that while the NCAA did 
have the right to limit direct payments to student athletes to 
promote amateurism, the NCAA could not limit payments 
up to the full cost of attendance because these limitations 
would still achieve the goal of amateurism while being less 
restrictive to competition.9 

More recently in Alston, the district court “struck down 
NCAA rules limiting the education-related benefits schools 
may offer student-athletes” – benefits such as graduate or 
vocational school scholarships, computers, or tutoring ser-
vices.  However, the district court held that students had not 
met their burden to show that NCAA rules limiting athletic 
scholarships to the full cost of attendance and that restrict 
compensation and benefits unrelated to education were 
anti-competitive.  

The appeal before the Supreme Court in Alston was lim-
ited to the appropriate level of review (rule of reason) and the 
question of restrictions on education-related benefits.  While 
not reaching the question of whether the NCAA could limit 
athletic scholarships and payments in the non-education 
context, the Alston Court’s opinion recounted a significant 
history of restraints on the payment of student athletes.   It 
is clear based upon these cases that courts are becoming 
more willing to use their own judgment in determining how 
restrictive NCAA rules can be to competition and that the 
future of antitrust law application to the NCAA is not clear. 

Labor claims brought against the NCAA member uni-
versities generally revolve around the classification of student 
athletes as non-employees. Many student athletes practice 
and play their sport for a number of hours per week that 
exceeds that of an occupation, but they cannot receive little 
compensation beyond scholarships and do not have many 
standard worker rights such the right to unionize and col-
lectively bargain. 

Some state courts have held that student athletes are 
not university employees,10 but it is unclear whether or not 
that distinction would still be widely maintained. In 2014, 
the College Athletes Players Association brought a case 
before the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) to 
ask the NLRB to find that student athletes at Northwestern 
University were employees of the University.11 The NLRB 
determined that student athletes who receive scholarships 
are employees of the University, but it declined to exercise 
jurisdiction over the University because many universities are 
state-run, and therefore, exempt from the National Labor 
Relations Act. While the university technically won the case 
because the NLRB declined to exercise jurisdiction over 

them, the determination of student athletes as employees 
leaves the NCAA and its members universities in a precarious 
position in relation to labor law claims. 

Student NIL Rights and State Bills

The right of publicity prohibits the use the of a person’s 
name, image, or likeness without that person’s permission 
and stems from the right to privacy implied by the US Bill 
of Rights.12  However, the exact boundaries of this right are 
unclear, so many states explicitly provide at least some right 
to publicity through state statutes or common law. Michigan 
courts have held that it is a tort to appropriate a person’s 
name, image, or likeness without the person’s permission.13

Under the historical structure of the NCAA, student 
athletes were not allowed to use their NIL for the purpose 
making money. Student athletes could not compete in 
NCAA athletics if they individually participate in sponsor-
ships, advertising, or were otherwise compensated for the use 
of their NIL. Such a use would void their amateur status.  

As lawsuits against the NCAA began to escalate, a num-
ber of state lawmakers and interest groups disagreed with the 
rule prohibiting compensation for student athlete NIL rights 
as the schools believed that student athletes should be able to 
utilize their NIL rights when they are not actively participat-
ing in collegiate athletic events. As a result, bills have been 
introduced in many state legislatures which make it illegal for 
academic institutions and sports leagues to prohibit student 
athletes from participating in collegiate athletics as a result of 
being compensated for the use of the student’s NIL. 

In January of 2021, Michigan joined the states which 
prohibit universities and athletic organizations from prevent-
ing student athletes from receiving compensation for the use 
of their NIL, and Act 366 of 2020, the Compensation of 
College Athletes Act, went into immediate effect. The Act 
generally provides that students shall not be restricted from 
playing in intercollegiate athletics as a result of profiting 
from the use of their NIL rights. The following list are the 
key provisions of the Act with additional commentary where 
it is helpful to explain the purpose of the provision.
• Postsecondary educational institutions may not uphold 

any rules which prevent a student of that institution 
from participating in intercollegiate athletics resulting 
from the student receiving compensation from the use 
of their NIL rights, and any scholarship the student is 
eligible for will not affected by earning compensation 
from the use of the NIL rights.14 The prior rule also 
applies to any athletic association, specifically including 
the NCAA, and athletic associations may not prevent a 
postsecondary education institution from participating 
in intercollegiate athletics based upon a student’s use of 
the NIL rights.15
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• Postsecondary educational institutions and athletic asso-
ciations may not compensate prospective student athletes 
for the use of the NIL rights.16 This provision is intended 
to prevent direct payments to student athletes from their 
university or the NCAA while still allowing the athletes 
to be compensated for NIL rights from third parties. 
Another provision specifically states that athletic scholar-
ships are compensation for NIL rights.17

• Postsecondary educational institutions, athletic associa-
tions, and conferences may not prevent a student or an 
organization from participating in intercollegiate athlet-
ics as a result of a student obtaining professional repre-
sentation related to contracts for the use of the student’s 
NIL rights.18 Professional representation must be pro-
vided by persons licensed in the state as athletic agents, 
financial advisors, or attorneys, as applicable. 

• Students may not enter into apparel contracts for the use 
of their NIL rights which require the display of the spon-
sor’s apparel during official team activities if a provision of 
the contract is in conflict with a provision of the student’s 
team contract.19 Further, a student must inform their 
educational institution at least seven days prior to signing 
a contract for the use of their NIL rights in order to give 
the school time to determine if the contract conflicts with 
agreements already made by the educational institution.20 
However, team contracts of postsecondary educational 
institutions may not prevent students from receiving com-
pensation for the use of their NIL rights when the student 
is not engaged in official team activities. 

• Postsecondary educational institutions and athletic 
organizations are not required to facilitate or create 
opportunities for students to earn compensation for 
their NIL rights.21 Schools and the NCAA must allow 
for students to earn compensation from the use of their 
NIL, but they do not have to help students find those 
opportunities. 

• Finally, the provisions of the Act take effect December 
31, 2022.22 The delay in this provision likely exists to 
give the NCAA time to reform its rules to become com-
pliant with the Act.

While the Michigan Act is fairly representative of many 
state acts that allow student athletes to earn compensation 
from the use of their NIL rights, it is important to note that 
many state acts and proposals contain their own idiosyn-
crasies. Some examples of particular concerns in other state 
proposals or acts include:

• Perhaps most importantly, different states have different 
effective dates for their student NIL legislation. Florida 

has one of the earliest effective dates with its laws taking 
effect on July 1, 2021. 

• A number of states, such as New Jersey, do not allow 
students to earn compensation from endorsements for 
“immoral” products or services. 

• While most states require that students be allowed to 
obtain agents, states differ on the licensing requirements, 
if any, for the individuals who may act as agents. 

• Some states place limits on the amount of compensation 
student athletes would be allowed to earn from the use of 
their NIL rights. 

• A few state proposals provide for the award of attorney’s 
fees to a party which prevails in a lawsuit against a school 
or athletic institution for violating the bill. 

NCAA and Federal Response

As a result of the aforementioned state NIL legislation 
and the Alston decision, the NCAA has agreed to reform 
its rules to allow for student athletes who play for NCAA 
member schools to earn some types of NIL compensation.23 
In fact, the NCAA released an interim NIL policy on June 
30, 2021.

The policy provides the following limited guidance to col-
lege athletes, recruits, their families and member schools:

• Individuals can engage in NIL activities that are con-
sistent with the law of the state where the school is 
located. Colleges and universities may be a resource for 
state law questions.

• College athletes who attend a school in a state without 
an NIL law can engage in this type of activity with-
out violating NCAA rules related to name, image and 
likeness.

• Individuals can use a professional services provider for 
NIL activities.

• State law and schools/conferences may impose report-
ing requirements. 24

Of note for attorneys, the NCAA policy explicitly allows 
students to engage attorneys and other professionals to help 
them exploit NIL rights.  Less clear is the role that universi-
ties can play in that exploitation beyond being a resource.

Therefore, student athletes, universities, and the NCAA still 
face major issues: (1) lack of clarity in the NCAA NIL policy 
for universities exploring ways to facilitate student NIL con-
tracts; (2) lack of uniformity of state laws across the US; and 
(3) challenges to other NCAA rules by the individual states.

Rules prohibiting pay-for-play and improper recruiting 
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inducements by universities remain in effect, and it is unclear 
how the NCAA will enforce such rules if universities begin to 
facilitate students in finding and negotiating NIL deals.  In 
addition, it is unclear if university logos and names can be 
used in conjunction with the NIL deals.

Additionally, as described above, the state laws and 
proposals concerning students’ right to earn compensation 
from the NIL rights have different substantive provisions. 
The NCAA has chosen allow schools to be subject to differ-
ent rules. Schools in states with student NIL right protection 
laws could advertise the option to potential new athletes in 
order to draw in the best talent in the most profitable sports. 

In addition, the NCAA has faced and continues to face 
challenges to its rules based on antitrust and labor laws. 
While the current NIL legislation does not challenge these 
rulings, it has set a precedent of states dictating the pro-
cedures of the NCAA and the laws are seen by many as a 
stepping-stone in the push for full compensation of student 
athletes. 

As a result, it is highly likely that the NCAA will work 
with the federal government on a law that would preempt 
the laws imposed by the states.  

Conclusion

College athletes and universities are embarking into a 
new realm of legal questions as students begin to exploit NIL 
rights.  Pre-college athletes will also be affected as they no 
longer have to fear losing their amateur status.  As a result 
of the state legislation and the NCAA policy changes, NIL 
rights in student athletes will open entirely new opportuni-
ties for intellectual property practice in the coming years.
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